
No Seam 
Dream! (Final Prototype - own photo)



INTRODUCTION!

��The seams of my socks always bother me.
I don’t like where the seams are on my big 
toe and my little toe. I asked my class on 
paper If the seams of their socks bother 
them. 11 people said YES.

(Question I asked my class) (My Journal reserch - own photo)



INTRODUCTION!

��I Googled the question, “Do sock seams 
bother people?” 

I read that some people have touch 
sensitivity.  Some people with touch 
sensitivity say NO to wearing socks 
because the seams bother them. (Griffin OT, 
2018). 

I learned that clothing sensitivity is a 
common problem  told by Mom’s and Dad’s. 
(The OT Toolbox, 2021)

There may be kids all around the world who 
have my problem!



RESEARCH PROBLEM!

��How can I create a sock 
that has NO toe seam 
that feels comfortable?

I circled idea 3 because it is 
what I did for my first sock.

(My Journal brainstorm - own photo))



METHODS
for scoring

1. I will use a pain scale like what they use at the 
doctor's office or a hospital.

2. I will rate a sock from the store, Then I will  rate a 
sock that I made.

3. My friends will score the sock they are wearing 
and the sock that I made.


(Pain Scale - see resources slide)



METHODS!

1. I will cut my Dad’s old white t-shirt into a square 
to make the sock.

2. I will put the fabric on my foot and make the 
squared fabric over my ankle.

3. I will try 2 types (thick and thin) of rubber bands 
above my ankle where the sock is.

4. If my sock works well I will test 4 of my friends at 
school who said YES sock seams bother them.

✂


(Rubber bands - own photo)(Clipart Source - Google Images)



CRITERIA What is required?            

7

● No toe seam
● Soft & comfortable
● Stay on for 2 laps 

around the house

CONSTRAINTS What are the limitations?

● Cost less than my 
store socks

● Reuse my dad’s old 
cotten t-shirts

Score closer to 0 on the 
Wong-Baker Scale



Sock from the store

Wong-Baker Score = 5

I would rate the socks that I have 
as a 5 on the scale for being 
uncomfortable and bothering me. 
I don't like the toe seams.

My goal is make a sock with no 
seam that scores closer to 0.

😐

    (Store Sock - own photo) 



Prototype #1

Wong-Baker Score = 8😥
For sock #1 I cut a large size 
square out of Dad’s  old white 
t-shirt. When I wrapped it around 
my foot and used a thin rubber 
band it didn’t stay around my 
foot. With the thick rubber band it 
worked but I only got to walk 1 lap 
through my house before it 
started to fall apart! The extra 
fabric was super loose and too 
floppy which is why I rated it a 8.     (Sock #1 - own photo)        (Sock #1 Fell Apart- own photo)



Prototype #2

Wong-Baker Score = no score😒
For sock #2 We cut a old baby 
sock to see its shapes. We saw a 
circle in the middle and 4 tabs I 
said “It looks like a person star 
jumping!” I traced a bowl and a felt 
dollar to make the shape on the 
t-shirt. Mom cut it and we put it 
around my foot, but it was too 
tiny! The back tab was too short 
to reach my ankele! I could not 
test it so I did not give it a score.        (Baby Sock & Design)             (Sock #2 Too Small)

                                     0wn photos



Prototype #3

Wong-Baker Score = 7😌
For sock #3, the sock stayed on 
my foot for 4 laps around the 
house! Then it still fell apart.

The part I liked was the circle.  I 
kept the circle for the next 
prototype.

            (Sock #3 Design)                  (Sock 3 Before Test)
                                     0wn photos



Prototype #4

Wong-Baker Score = 3 
For sock #4 I decided to have three 
seams, but they are not going on 
my toes!

I used the circle that we used from 
prototype #3.  I pinned it around my 
foot and added a cylinder! I sewed 
with a needle and thread.

I walked and ran and even danced 
and the sock did not fall off.

 😏

         (Sock #4  Design)                        (Sock #4)
                                     0wn photos



DISCUSSION!

��What worked about my final prototype?

It had no seam across my toes.  It fit over my 
ankle and stayed on when I walked.  The fabric of 
my daddy’s old t-shirt was soft and comfy.

What were still problems?

I didn’t like that I could feel the seam across the 
bottom of my foot. It was hard to pull over my 
heal and ankle.  It took a long time to sew and I 
couln’t make more socks for my friends to test at 
school.



Ideas for Future Research
For my next prototype I would like to find a way to 
get rid of the seam that is on the top and  bottom 
of my foot.  Maybe I would put it at my ankle. I would 
like to try using a sewing machine next time.



RESOURCES:
● Tactile Defensiveness (Touch Sensitivity):

https://www.griffinot.com/what-is-tactile-defensiv
eness/#:~:text=Individuals%20who%20experience
%20touch%20sensitivity,receiving%20a%20hug
%20or%20kiss.

● Clothing Sensitivity:
https://www.theottoolbox.com/clothing-sensitivity
-red-flags/

● Wong-Baker Pain Scale: 
https://www.emra.org/books/pain-management/p
ain-recognition-assessment/


